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                 Abstract

      Magnetie states of Co impurity in dilute Crl-xVxCo and

IY!ol..xRexCo alloys were investigated systematically by nuelear

magnetie resonance technique and partly magnetie susceptibility

measurements.

   In CrVCo alloys, the magnitude of effective moment, 3 ,L4B

in g:t:Co alloy deereases menotonieally with the increase of V

coneentration X, and the localized mornent disappears in XZO.3
                               59                                 Co in antiferromagnetic statealloys, The internal field at

decreases with the inerease of X, which is consistent with the
decrease of the effective moment, on the other h' and, 59co

signals assoeiated with nonmagnetic Co atoms were observed at
liqfHe temperature in x2o,2 anoys. The Knight shift of 59co,

KAv +l.7% ln large X alloys deereases rapidly down to +O,11%

in X=O.2 alloy, and the nuclear spin.-lattice relaxation rate
Ti of 59co increases oppositeiy to the ehange of the density

of states of conduction electrons, when X decreases over X=O.4,

The Korringa relation for nonmagnetic impurity d--state in

Anderson model with five-rifold degenerate d.-orbitals explains

qualitatively the behavior of K and Tl against X. In X=O.25

and O.2 alloys, the results of NMR and magnetic susceptibilities

indicate the coexistence of magnetie Co atoms(with localized

moment) and nonmagnetic Co` atoms(with no loealized moment) as
                                                   59that in MoNbFe alloys. The integrated intensity of                                                     Co reso--

nanee associated with nonmagnetic Co atoms and the deerease of
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                      59                        Co in antiferromagnetic state suggestthe internal field of

that the magnitude of the localized moment decreases frOm 37L(B

to about 27LIB, This behavior is different frorn that of MoNbFe
                                                '
alloys.

    !n normal phases in MoReCo alloys, fairly large negative
Knight shift of 59co in l!LLtco auoy decreases its absolute value

                                                59                                          •-1                                                  Co decreases                                             ofwith the increase of Re concentration X, [P                                          1.
also oppositely to the change of the density of state of con-

duction electrons. These behaviors of K and Tl can also be
qualitatively interpreted by the Korringa relation. Tl of 59co

in supereonducting mixed state in X=O,3 alloy deviates from

TIT=const. , and increases nearly exponentially. However the
effective energy gap 2A'=1.8 kBTc(O) is appreeiably small

compared with that.of host site 2A=3.5 kBTc(O), whieh may

suggest the existence of the localized excited state.
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S i. Introduetion

          rt is well known that 3.-d impurlties in nonmagnetic

  host metal widely ehange'thetr magnetie states from the case

  where impurity has loealized rnoment to that where impurity has

  no localized moment, typically as in !!tstLMn and ALIMn. These
  impurity dvstates had be'en grasped by iFhbiedei,1) Anderson,2>

  and wolff3) with the coneept of a virtuai bound state as that

  this state is placed in the eonductien band of the host metal

  and rnixes with states of eonduction eiectrons, however, still

  rernains the local correlation as an intra atomic Coulomb inter.-

  aetion U and exehange interaction J for degenerate d.states

  between electrons in this state which are responsible for a

  formation of a loealized inoment, !n the limit U/pel, impurities

  have no localized moTnents, while in the lirnit U/p)1, the Anderson

  model is effectively identified with the s-d exehange interaction
  modei.4) Here r' is the width of the impurity state due to

  interaction with the conduction eleetrons. In this limit,

  anomaZies in the low temperature magnetic, thermal, and trans.

  port properties have been observed in many alloys (so"called
  "Kondo effect" )5) rt has been considered to be the essence of

  the Kondo effeet that the magnetie state of the impurity itself

  ehanges with temperature in the coupling with conduction ele-

  ctrons and the localized mornent disappears in the ground state
                                                           5)  in the case of antiferromagnetie s-d exehange interaction.

  Then it is believed that the ground state of the Anderson model

  is a nonmagnetic singlet for any finite value of U. Recently,
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Yamada, Yosida, and Yoshimori have deveZoped a theory of the
                                                             'ground state for any finite U by the perturbation expansion of

Anderson model for U=O, and studied in detail the low tempera-
ture properties of the irp.purity d.-state,6) .

   We have investigated the magnetic state of Co impurities in
                                               'the dilute Crl-xVxCo and Mol-xRexCo alloys by nuclear magnetic

resonance teehnique and partly by the magnetic susceptibility

measurement, The magnetic susceptibility measurement in the

                             -dilute S22t:Co alloy above the Neel temperature has shown that Co
                                                    7)atom has a localized rnagnetic rnoment of about 2.9 iUB•                                                        Below
the N6el temperature, the localized Co moments are strongly

coupled with the spin density wave of the matrix. In the alloys

with Co more than about l at%, the sinusoidal spin density wave
                                                    8) 59state transforrns to a simple antiferromagnetie state.                                                          Co

resonance in the antiferrornagnetic state was obtained at about
                              9)67 MHz in zero external field.                                  In the dilute YCo alloys, on

the other hand, Co atoms have no magnetic moment. Recent NMR
                    10)study in this system                        has indicated that the virtual bound

state of Co atom spreads out' into the conduction electron states

of the host metal, and Co atom is completely nonmagnetic in

F]?iedelpAnderson sence. Then it would be expeeted that the

magnetic state of Co atom widely changes from the magnetic limit

to the nonmagnetic limit by changing the composition pf the

matrix Crl.dxVx, SO it will be interesting to investigate the

intermediate region between grCo and YLCo alloys.

   In TVIoNbFe alloys, whose matrix is just below the Crl.xVx allOY

in the periodic table, the local moment forrnation of Fe impurity
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is a Uttle complicated. The results of the magnetie sus•-
ce' ptibnity measurernentii) and M6ssbauer effect studyi2) have

indicated that the Fe atorns surrounded by more than seven Mo

atems in their nearest neighbor sites have a magnetie moment of

2.2 ,LAB, and the others are normagnetic, as are first pointed
out by Jaccarino and waiker,i3) The simiiar'  "environment effeetil

is aise ebserved in Rhpdcoi3) and TiM'ocoiij> anoys. !t is

also interesting to investigate whether this "environment efrect"

is observed also in Crl"xVxCo alloyst
                   w   Mo is the 4.d transition element placed Just below Cr in

periedic table. The sptn density wave in Cr metal does not
                                             l5)exist ln Mo metal. rt has been known from NMR ,                                                rnagnette
              16)                                                     17)suseeptibility and electric resistanee measurements,                                                         that

the dilute :!LtCo system is typical Kondo alloy and the Kondp

temperature is about 45 K. Xt is also well known that Cr and

Mo are Just placed in a va11ey of the density of states of

eonduetion e!ectrons on bce phase of transition metals. Then,

in order to investigate the ehange of the magnetic states of

Co atom against the density of states of eonduction elect-

rons, Re metal which is piaced in 5-d transition series tn

right neighbor of Mo, is introduced inte host metal. Moreover,

the supereondueting transition temperature increases rapidly

from O.92 K to about 12 K when Re metal is lntroduced to Mo
      18)           Then, MoReCo alloy ts the favorable system to inves•-metal.

tigate the impurity effect not only at host sites but impurity

sites in the supereondueting state. Recent theories have
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predieted that the localized exelted state is forrned ln the

sUpercondueting energy gap. In thls MoReCo system, we will

study at first place the magnetic state of Co atom in normal

state, and then supply the experimental informations in super-

condueting state.

   These stand points in these systerns are illustrated in

Fig.1.
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g 2. ExpeTimental

   (l). Sample Preparation.

      (A). Crl.xVxCo Alloys.

       The purities of the starting rnaterials used in this

work were following : V and Cr were 99.99 % pure and Co were

99.9 % pure. The samples were prepared by fusion of the e.le-

ments in an argon are furnaee using a tungsten electrode and

a water cooled heayth of copper. The ingots were remelted most

usually at least eight times for homogeneity. In order to

insure homogeneity alZ alloys thus obtained were annealed at

1200 eC for one week under an argon gas. Several alloys are

cut into two partS. One was used in NMR measurements, and the

other was used in magnetic susceptibility measurements. The

compositions of V and Co in the alloys used Å}n magnetic susv

ceptibility measurernents were determined by ehemical analysis.

The relative accuracy of the nominal concentration was estimated

better than 1 % and O.1 % for V and Co,respectively. The ingots

were crushed and powdered in an agate mortar for NMR measurept

ment. The partiele siz'e is smaller than 74Jl. The crystal

structure of these powdered samples was confirmed to be bcc

phase by X ray diffraction.

      (B) MOI"xRex(V)Co Alloys

     The purities of Mo, Re, V and Co metals used in this work

were 99•98, 99.99, 99.99 and 99.99 % ,respectively. rn order
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to investigate the electronic structure of the matrix, a few

pereent V rnetal was introduced as a probe. The appropriate

quantity of these powdered starting metals were mixed and

hydrostatteally pressed Å}nto a small briket. The obtained

briket was melted in an argon arc furnaee, The ingots were

remelted at least ten times for homogeneity. On the sample

                oannealed at 1500 C for 24 hours in vaeuo, the transverse decay

curve in NMR measurement did not indicate a single exponential

one, however, on the sainple with no heat treatments, a single

exponential decay eurve was observed, Then measurements were

performed on the samples with no heat treatment. The ingots

were crushed into powder for NrVIR measurements. The erystal

strueture of these sarnples was eonfirmed to be bec phase by X

ray diffraction.

   (2). NMR Method.

       The measurements in paramagnetie phase were accomplished

with the phase eoherent erossed.eoil spin echo speetrorneter

at the frequencies of 3, 4.7, and 10 MHz. In the eases of

need, a high speed multichannel signal averager and a boxcar

integrator were employed to improve the signai-to•-noise ratio.

The forrner was most convenient to measure spin-lattice re.

Iaxation tirne Tl and transverse relaxation tÅ}me T2, while the

!atter was especially useful to obtain resonance profiles and

resonance shtfts, Temperature measurements below 4.2 K were

based on the appropriate vapor pressure scale. Temperatures

from 4.3 to 77 K were aehieved by passiRg cold He gas over the
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sample near which a AuCo 2.1 % thermo couple junction was

placed.
                       59   Resonance shifts of                         Co were obtained at constant frequency

by comparing the measured field strength at maximum resonanee

intensity against the following frequency/field ratio.
              59co : v(59)/H = i,oos4 KHz/oei9)

                                                  27The field strength was determined by measuring the                                                    Al NTVIR

frequeney in liq.AIC13 placed near by the sample using the

frequeney/field ratio.
              27Ai , v(27)/H = i.iog4 KHz/Oe

                        27The NMR measurements of                          Al were performed with CW spectro-

meter.
                                                '
   The nuelear spin.lattiee relaxation times Tl were measured

from a recovery of the spin eeho amplitude after the sequence

of rf pulses which saturate the nuclear magnetization.

IAIhen the direct measurement of Tl was difficult , Tl was esti-

mated from the temperature dependence of the,transeverse re-

laxation tirne T2 as will be deseribed later. T2 was determined

from a reduetion of the spin eeho arnplitude against the inter-

val between two pulses. Spin echo amplitude depends on this

intervalT, as

                  M = Moexp(-2'tr/T2)

here, M is the observed echo amplitude. The true echo inten-

sity Mo is obtained by extrapolating to 'tr=O in intensity

measurements.
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The NNR rneasurements in antiferromagnetic phase were performed

with the phase incoherent frequency valiable spin echo spec.-

trometer in zero external field. The line shape was determined

by plotting the amplitude of the spin echo signal against frequ-

ency. In order to obtain true line shape, the corrections

for the transverse relaxation deseribed above and for the difv.

ferent Boltzmann.faetor at respeetive frequeneies were consi-

dered. The rf field strength in the sample coil was kept as

constant as posstble over the frequency range from 15 MHz to

80 MHz.

    (3). Measurernents of The Superconducting
        Transition Temperatures,

    The supercondueting transition temperat'ure Tc(O) in zero

field was measured by a.c. susceptibility, while the transi-

tion temperature Tc(H) in a field was determined as follows.

The upper critical fields Hc2 were measured by a.c. suseepti-

bility at respeetive temperatures to obtain Hc2 vs. T eurve,

and then Tc(H) was estimated Å}n respective fields. The tem--

peraturesbelow 4,2 K were determined by the vapor pressure of
liq,4He and above 4.2 K were determined by the temperature

dependenee on the res!stance of a earbon resistor. The mea.p

surements were performed on powdered samples after etching

the surface of ingots.

    (4). Magnetic Susceptlbility Measurements.

     Magnetie susceptibility measurements were performed with

usual magnetie balance method.
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S 3. Experimental Results

   (A). Crl.-xVxCo Alloys.

      (1). Magnetic Susceptibility Measurements.

        In first place, we deseribe results of the magnetie

suseeptibility measurements which supply macroscopic infor--

mation for the magnetic state of Co impurities. In order to

investigate the eontribution of Co atoms to the magnetic

suseeptibilities, we have measured the temperature dependences

of suseeptibilities in CrVggCol and in CrV alloys, The mea-

surements were made in a number of fields up to 10.l KOe over

the temperature range 4,2 K to 660 K. Magnetization did not

change linearly with the magnetic field and bended slightly

in higher magnetic field. This field dependence of the rnag-

netie susceptibility was stronger at low temperature and was

observed even in the rnatrix, so CannOt be accepted all as

being due to impurity-impurity interaetions. Then all rnagnetie

susceptibilities of these alloys were measured in low magnetic

field, 4.8 KOe for initial susceptibilities. As a typical

example, the ternperature dependenees of the suseeptibilities
                             'in (Cro.gsVo.os)ggCOI and Cro.gsVo.os alloys were shown in Fig.2

The susceptibUity in (Cro.gsVo.os)ggCol alloys has a maximum

value at about 25 K whieh we assign to the ordering tempera--
                                      'ture [PN of this system. We assume ,in this figure that the

susceptibility of a magnetically dilute alloy (a is the surn

.
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of an impurity susceptibility 2i and a background matrix

suseeptibility Cm, aS

              la =f7i(T) + (1-f)Xm(T)

where f represents a fraction of the impurity. Then the va!ue

of Zi is obtained by subtraction of the appropriate curve over

the entire temperature range. Thus obtained Zi could be

written experimentally as follows,

              7i(T)- Zo+ C/T+e
where 7to is the temperature independent term, C and e are

regarded as Curie--constsnt and Curie--Weiss temperature, res.-

pectively. Since any kind of local moment behavior of the
suseeptibility should disappear as T'1 when [e->oo, flfo can be

determined directly from very high temperature measurements.

The large i(o value has previously been reported for JILtMn
                16)                    but has not clearly been attributed to aand !LtCo alloys,

eertain origin and only used as a parameter in a least-square•-

fit analysis to an above formura. The very large 2ro value

in'X=O.25 alloy may be specially attributed to a contribution

from the nonmagnetic Co atoms in this alloy as will be described
later. Fig.3 shows the temperature dependences of A2't'1=

          •- 1( xi - xo)             in CrVggCOI alloys for the coneentration x from

O to O.25. The strong temperature dependences ofAll reflect

the local moment behavior of Co atom. As can be seen in this

figure, the slope of this curve increases with the inerease

of V concentration. In X=O.3 alloys, the susceptibility of
                         '                                                          -the alloy was in agreernent with that of the rnatrix within
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experimental errors, that is , Zi- Zofu O. The impurity moment
can then be estimated from the slope ofAx'1 vs. T eurve in Fig.3.

rn Fig.4 the magnitude of the localized moment of Co impurity,

,/Lleff is plotted vs. the eoncentration X. The value of the

magnetie moment on CrggCel alloy is in good agreement with the
                                             7)value reported previously by Suzuki and Booth.                                                 As can be

seen in this figure, the magnetic moment is redueed slowly

with increasing X. For XSO.04 alloys, the spin denstty wave

state is formed at TSTN, but the magnetic moment at T>TN

decreases monotonically over this region. Near the concentra-

tion with X=O.3, the rnoment disappears fastly. The values Zo )

e, yC/eff, and [rN are listed in [rable I.

                                    '
     (2), Results of the Nuclear Magnetlc Resonance.

        (2-l). Antiferromagnetic State.

                                                       9)         Aecording to the previous report in g;tCo a!loys ,
59  Co resonance in the antiferromagnetie state was obtained

at about 67 MHz in zero external field. When Co eoncentration

increased, two sub•-peaks, whieh were attributed to Co having

one and two Co atoms in its nearest neighbor sites, were found.

[Vhe resonance line shape in CrVCo alloys is shown in Fig.5.

The main peak corresponding to isolated Co sites shtfts to

lower frequency with the increase of V eoncentration. The

first sub-peak observed in 3 at% Co alloys also shifts to lower

frequency. These shifts indicate the reduction of the !nter-
             59               Co. If one assumes that the localized momentsnal fleld of

                          13



above•TN as described above are not changed below TN and the

internal field is related rnostly with a hyperflne interaction

between the localized moment and the assoeiated nucleus, this

reduetion of the internal field is eonsistent with the X de-

pendence of localized moments of Co atoms in the susceptibility

measurements. The observed signals ln antiferromagnetic

states were obtained untll X=O.05 and X=O.07 for Co l at%

and 3 at% alloys, respectively. An addition of V metal to Cr

reduees the ordering temperature TN. [Phe spin density wave
                                                   20)state of the matrix persists to the aUoy of V4 at% .

CrVCo alloys are considered to be the system where the random.-
                                          N
ly distributed loeal!zed moments are ordered through conductlon

electron spin polarizations. In this system, as will be des-
cribed minutely in PAR[P I[ , a reduction of TN leads to a rapid

decrease of the nuclear spin--lattiee relaxation tÅ}me whtch
                         59                          Co resonanee in iarger X alloys hardmakes the observation of

by the pulsed NrV!R method. In X20.1 alloys, the magnetic order•-

ing was not observed at least down to 4.2 K in the magnetic

susceptibility measurements. We believe that TN in XIO•1
                             4alloys are lower than the liq. He temperature because NMR

results did not indieate a character of an ordering state.

         (2•-2). Pararnagnette State.

    (a). Knight shift K of 59co.

      Aecor}ding to the prevlous report, the Knight shift of
59co in dilute yco alloys is K=+1.s7 % and independent of the
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                    10)coneentration of Co.                        When Cr metal is introduced to V,
59  Co signals from nonmagnetic Co atoms were observed at 10 MHz

in external field in X210.2 alloys. !Ohe X dependence of Knight

shift in the alloys eontaintng 1 at% Co measur,ed at 1.2 K is

shown in Fig.6. The value K=+1.7 % for X=O.9 alloy Å}n our

measurement, which is slightly large compared w!th that of .V.Co

alloy, at first graduany and then rapidly reduces to K=+O.25%

in X=O.2 alloy, As will be deseribed later it is eonsidered

that the states of Co atorn in X=O.25 and O.2 alloys are rather

magnetie compared with those in large X alloys and Å}mpurity-

impurity interactton may affect resonance results. So, the

coneentratlon dependences of K were measured and results were

indicated in Fig.7. The value K dose not so change with con-

centrations of Co in X=O.25 a!loys, while the slight eoncenf-

ration depepdenee is observed in X=O.2 alloys. One would
                59                  Co resonance results on X=O.2 alloys with theexpect that the

coneentrations less than O.5 at% Co represent eharacters of

the lsolated impurity.
            59              Co resonance is not observed !n the alloys for   Although

O.15 2L X>O.07 and K in X=O.2 alloys is very small but still

positive, it is considered that the X dependence of K rnay suggest
                                      59that the sign of the lnternal field of                                        Co in an antiferro-

magnetie state is negative.

    (b). Linewldth of 59co.

      The linewidth whieh is full value between half•-arnplitude

points of spin echo amplitude is shown in Fig.8. The width is

                          l5



fairly narrow in large X alloys but rapidly increases with

deereasing X over X=O.4. This X dependence of wÅ}dth eorres-

pondsto that of the resonance shift. In X=O.2 and O.25 a!loys,

the linewidth depends on the concentration of Co. The severe
iine broadening of 5iv in AltLv2i), 59co in yLoco15) and in g!tLco22)

alloys at low temperatures were attributed to an inhomogeneous

magnetic polarization of the impurities due to the s-d coupling

between the loeal d•-spin magnetization and RKKY conduction
electron spin polarization(so-called "d-d double resonance

mechanism")23). This indirect mechanism leads to a linewidth

which is proportional to the square of the local d-spin suscep.

tibility and to the impurity concentration. It may be considered

that in X=O.3 alloys, the local d-spin susceptibility graduaily

appears and broadensthe linewidth. However all of the linewidth

eannot be attrlbuted to the above meehanism since the eoneent-

ration dependence is not very large. The residual linewidth

in a limit of zero concentration may be attributed to the ele--

ctrtc quadrupole broadening. Moreover the fluctuations of

microscopic compositions in a host binary alloy may change

the magnetic state of Co atoms and produee the broadening.

                                   59     (c) Integrated Intensity for                                     Co Resonance.
               '                                               tt
       The integrated intensities rneasured at 1.2 K are shown

in Fig.9. The integrated intensity is generally proportiona.1

to the numbers of Co atoms associated with NMR signals. Fig.9

indicates that the numbers of Co atoms contributing to NMR

16



signals are about 78 % and 34 % in X=O.2s and O.2 with Co l

at% alloys ,respectively, of the valuesin XzO.3 aUoys. One
                  59wouid expeet that                    Co resonances frorn Co atoms with localized

moments ean not be observed by a pulsed NMR method beeause of

exeessively large shifts and of very fast nuclear spin relaxa--

tions through loeal mornent Muctuations. Then the results of

NIVIR and magnetic suseeptibility indieate the coexistence of

the nonmagnetie(no loealized mornent) and magnetie(localized

moment) Co atoms !n X=o.2 and O.25 alloys. Fig.10 and 11 show

the Co concentration dependences of the integrated intensity

in X=O.2 and O.25 alloys, respecttvely. The integr'ated inten.

sities are almost proportional to Co concentrations which sugv

gests the eoexistence ls a intrinsic nature in these systems.

     (d) Nuclear spin-Lattice Relaxation Time of 51v.

                           51      The results of Tl of V are shgwn in Fig.12. The

measurements in respeetive X alloys were aehieved at 77 K be.

cause we wanted to eliMinate eontributions to Tl from Co

impurltles as described later. The density of states of con.-

duction electrons at the Fermi level on host V sites refiect on
     -1           51([PIT) of             V measured at 77 K. As ean be seen in Ftg.12,
       51[rlT of         V increases with decreasing X in qualitatlvely consis-

tent with the X dependence of the density of states of conduc•-

tion eleetrons illustrated in Fig.1. These results are in
                                                v anoys,2")good agreernent with the previous results in Cr                                             1-x                                                 x
   The temperature dependence of Tl in X=O.2 and O.3 alloys

is shown in Fig.13, Measurernents were performed on sampZes
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with Co eoneentration O, O.1, 1 at% in X=O.2 alloys. The re•-

laxation times in X=O.2 with Co O.1 and 1 at% alloys do not

follow a relation of TIT=eonst., whUe CPI in X=O.2 with Co O

at% and X=O.3 wtth Co 1 at% alloys follow this relation. As

deseribed above, X=O.2 with Co O.1 and 1 at% alloys, Co atoms

with localized moment exist, then it will be considered that

fluctuatlons of this nioment rnake an addltional relaxation path

in rnatrix V sites, Various rnechanisms have been considered for

this relaxatton proeesses, thus so.called BGS, GH mechantsms

ineluding the tnteraction bet'ween host nuclear spins and lo--

calized moments via RKKY interaction, and LD meehantsm including
                                              5)direet dipole interactions between these spins.                                                  These mecha.-

nisms make the relaxatlon time deviate from TIT=const. that

is the value in a system with no impuruties, and the deviation
     -1on T        is proportional to impurity concentration tn all meeha.    1
nisms. It ts not our rnain purpose to obtain any convineing

conclusions for these mechanisms on CrVCo alloys, however, it

is considered qualitatively that the observed deviations from

TIT=const. indlreetly indicate the existence of Co atoms with

loealized moments even in Co O.1 at% alloy.

     (e) Nuciear spin-Lattiee Relaxation Time of 59co.

      The results of Tl of 59co in respective x anoys contain-

ing 1 at% co are shown in Fig.12 with the results of 51v.

!n X=O.2 with Co O.5 at% alloy, Tl could not be measured direct-

ly for a poor spin echo intensity, then we have est!mated Tl

frorn the temperature dependence of T2. The temperature depen-

denee of T2 for Co O.5 at % and 1 at% alloys is shown in Fig.l4.
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The experimental decay rate has the form T51= T;'1+ AT.

               ee •- 1
The intercept T                   represents an intrinsic nuelear spin•-spih               2
interaetion rate. The temperature dependent term A can be

attributed to the life tirne effects resulting from spin•-lattice
                                         25)                                           the rate A7? canrelaxation proeess. According to Walstedt,
                       •- lbe reprqsented A[V =dTl                          assuming isotropic fluctuations of

a hyperfine interaction. (X is the enhancement factor to be equal
to (I+1/2)2 when first-order electric quadrupole broadening is so

strong that only the central (1/2e-1/2) transition is excited
by the puZsed rf field. We have used this value (I+Y2)2= 16

for 59co. For the uncertainty ofd, we have measured Tl using

both this indirect method and direct eomb pulse method in Co

1 at% alloy. TIT measured frorn the direct and indirect technigue

are 60 msecK and 59 msecK, respectively. The agreement is

satisfactory within experimental errors.
                              59                                Co reflects the dynamical pro-   It is cosidered that Tl Of

perties in the magnetic state of Co atoms. As can be seen in
               59Fig.12, [DIT Of                 Co in X=O.9 alloy has alrnost the same value as
that of 51v and increases with the decrease of x down to x=o.s

                                         51whose behavior is consistent with TIT of V, however, abruptly
decreases in contrast to the resuits of 5iv when the v concent-'

ration is reduced below X=O,4. This abrupt change of [D                                                         is                                                       l
eonsistent with the results of Knight shift and linewidth,

and suggestSthat Co atoms beeome more and more magnetic when

the density of states of conduction electrons decrease with

the decrease of V eoncentration.
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  (B). Mol-xRex(V)Co Alloys.

     (1). Superconducting Transition Temperature Tc(O), Tc(H).

       Co eoncentrat!on dependences of supercondueting tran.

sition temperatures Tc(O) in zero external field in X=O.2 and

O.3 alloys are shown in Ftg.15. 1]c(O) is slightly reduced by

introducing V metal to host alloy. The reduction rate is O.2.v

O.4 K/%. On the other hand Co impurities drop Tc(O) more dras-

tically than V. As can be seen in this figure, Tc(O) changeS

almost linearly with Co concentrations and the reduetion rate

in X=O.2 alloys is slightly larger than that ln X=O,3 alloys,

which may suggest Co atoms in X=O.2 alloy are more magnetic

than those in X=O.3 alloy. The reduction i?ates are about 4.2 K/%

and 6.7 K/% on X=O.3 with V 3 at9o, and X=O.2 with V 1 at% qlloys,

respectively. !n X=O.2 alloy , the sample is all in normal

state in a temperature regÅ}on and at respective magnetic fields

used in NIVIR measurements. The NTVIR measurements in supereondue-

ting state were perforrned in (Moo.7Reo.3)g6V3Col alloy• The

supereonducting transition temperatures in respective ftelds
for 5iv and 59co in this auoy are listed in Tablel[•

      (2). Results of NMR in Normal Phase.

         (a). Kn!ght shift of 59co.

          7?he Knight shifts K rneasured at 10 MHz are plotted

against the concentration of X in Fig.16. The values at X=O

                                      59refer to reference 15. In X=O alloys,                                        Co spectra indicate
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the existences of two resonances.i5) one has sman shtft

(K '-vv +O.5%) and the other has large negattve value which depends

on the eoneentration of Co. The resonanee with small shift

has reeently been attributed to the intermetalic eompound
Mo6Co7•15) Tt has been eonsidered that the dependence on co

eoneentration of the resonance w!th large negative shift, which

is assoeiated with the true Co impurities in Mo metal, is

almost due to this Mo6Co7. The strong coneentration dependenee

in X=O alloys becornes weak with the increase of X, and in X=O.3

alloys coneentration dependenee was not observed within

experimental errors. In our measurement at 40 MHz, 1.4 K,

the two resonanees as in X=O alloys were observed in

(MOo.gReo.1)ggCol alloy, however, the eeho intensity corres-

ponding to Mo6Co7 was fairly suppressed compared with that
                                                    59in MOggCOI alloy• The same behavior was observed on                                                      Co reso-

nance line shape in (Moo.gsCro.os)ggCol alloy, in which the

echo intensity corresponding to Mo6Co7 is largely suppressed
and Knight shift of 59co is K=--6.49e which !s relatively large

compared with that in MoggCol. It may be considered that a

creation of Mo6Co7 is prevented when Re or Cr are supplied
into Moco anoy. As i87Re and i85Re resonanees wtth severe

                                           59second-order quadrupole broadenings overlap                                             Co resonance at

40 MHz, we have perforrned NMR measurements at 10 T(!Hz where
187          185             Re resonance lines are further broadened and the   Re and
                                                      59intensities are negligibly small eompared with that of                                                        Co.

The absolute value of the Knight shift decreases with increas-

ing X. The deerease of the negative shift indicates the reduc-

tion of the impurity d•-spin susceptibility.
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      (b). Nuclear spin-Lattice Relaxation [vlme of 51v and 59co.

        The relaxation measurements were perforrned in 1 at%
co anoys. Tl of 5iv was measured by comb puise sequence

method, while Tl of 59co was measured directly by comb pulse

method and indirectly from the temperature dependenee of T2.

As a typical example, the temperature dependence of T2 Of
59  Co in X=O.2 alloy is shown in Fig,17, TIT estimated by the

same way as that described in CrVCo alloys is 20.5 msecK in

just agreement with the value by the direct measurement at 1.2
                                                         ee -- lK, 20.5 rnsecK, The intrinsle spin-spin relaxation rates T                                                         2
are obtained as o.8o (msee)'-l and o.g2 (rnsec)'1 at le rv!Hz and

ij.7 MHz, respectively. This difference may be attributed to
the field dependenee of the linewldth. Tl of 51v and the esti-

                                                           -1                    59                     Co in this alloy are plotted against 'Trnated Tl from T2 of
                  51in Fig.18. Tl of                   V obeys the relation Tll]=2.7 secK. It is
                 59                   Co is in two orders of magnitude shorternoted that Tl of
than that of 51v.

   {rl of 51v in x=o.3 anoy is shown in Fiig.2o. [rhe sample is

in normal state in a rnagnetic field of 8.93 KOe down to 3.4 K.

Tl obeys the relaticn TIT=2.l secK in this rormal region.
The temperature dependence of T2 of 59co ln this sample is

indicated in Fig.21. As can be seen in Table II , thts sample

is !n supercondueting mixed state below 2.8 K in resonance

field of 10 rV!Hz, however, the temperature dependence of T2 at
                          5910 rVIHz indicatesthat Tl Of                            Co persists to obey TIT=const•

The estimated value TIT=24.2 msecK is also in good agreernent
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with the value by the direct measurement at 1.2 K, TIT=26 msecK.
Th' e obtained TX2'1=o.go (rnsec)'1 is reasonable value compared

with that of X=O.2 alloy.
     The x dependences of Ti of 5iv and 59co in normai state

are shown in Fig.ig. The dependence of 59co on x is opposite

to that of 51v. it is eonsldered that the variation of the

density of states of eonduetion electrons against X refleetson
               51                                        59                 V, while the result forthe result for                                          Co indteates that
                        'the state of Co atom becomes further nonmagnetic with the in-

crease of X, and is eonsistent wtth that of the Knight shift.

    (3). Nuclear Spin.Lattice Relaxation in
        Supercondueting Mixed State.

                                    '                   51         (a). Tl of V : Host Site.

               51         Tl of                 V in each resonance field is indieated in

Fig.20. In the superconducting rnixed state, Tl changes as

exp(A/kBT) below the temperature corresponding to about

Tc(O)/T=1.6, here 2A=3.5 kBTc(O), except the results of 10 MHz

where the resonance field is very elose to the upper critical

field Hc2• He2 at T=O is about 15 KOe in this systern. This

low temperature behavior is consistent with the previous reports
on the Ti rneasurements in type I[ superconduetors26), where it

has been indieated that the order parameter in the region near

the vortex center of about the coherence length ts appreeiably

reduced frorn its zero field value, whtle the order parameter in

the region far from the vortex eore is equa! to the value Ao
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in zero external field at O K, under the eondition HC2>>Hext> HCI,

then the order parameter in most part of the sample is equaZ to

its zero field value and Tl changes as exp(Ao/kBT)•

   In low temperature of about Tc(O)/T)3, Tl deviates from

this BCS like behavior. This suppression of the relaxation

time can be interpreted from their field dependences that a

relaxation to the vortex cores through spin diffusions becomes

important rather than the direct relaxation to therrnally exeited

eonduction eleetrons.

   According to previous reports for the usual typel[ super-

conductors, the dip of the relaxation time has been observed
                                          26)just below the transition temperature Tc(H) , however, this

dip was not observed in this sample. The behavior of Tl Of
5iv at iow temperature is as in usuai type l[ superconductor

and no appreciable impurity effect could be observed except

near the transition ternperature Tc(H).

                    59         (b). Tl of Co : Impurity Site.

        As is deseribed in the section of norrnal phase, the

temperature dependenee of T2 indicates that TIT=eonst. down

to 1.2 K at 10 MHz where the resonance field is very close to

He2. As is shown in Fig.21, the temperature dependence of T2
                               ' at lower frequeney 4.7 MHz does not clearly indieate Tl[V=const•
  -1T2     decreases more rapidly with dec]7easing temperature and
                                          'tends to a constant vaiue, From the measuvement at iiq3He tern-
                                                      .perature, o.6 K, T:"1 is estirnated as 1.ostvl.lo (msec)'Pl. '
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                      -- 1                                   ee •- l                             -- 1As described above, Tl = (T2 ' T2                                      ), then obtained Tl at

respective temperatures are plotted against Tc(O)/T in Fig.22.
                                                    x.1The ag.reement between the estimated Tl=I05 msec (T2                                                       =1.10
(msee)-i), so msee (T:- i=i.os (msee)-i) and the direetiy measured

Tl=74 rnsec at 1.2 K is satisfactory. Tl is nearly proportional
to exp(ZS'/kBT), and the "effective energy gap" at Co sites ,

ZY is obtained as 2A'ivl.8 kBTc(O) which is relatively sma!ler

than the value 2A =3,5 kBTc(O) for the host V sites in spite

of large experimental errors.
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g 4. Discussions

   (A). Loealized Moment of Co Impurity in CrVCo AIIoys.

    The magnetic susceptibility rneasurements and the NMR mea.

surements indicate the Åëoexistence of the magnetic (with loeal.

Iized mornent) and the nonmagnetie (with no localized moment)

Co impurities in at least X=O.2 and O,25 alloys. One can not

generally separate these two kinds of Co atorns in susceptibillty

measurement in which the effeetive moment ls obtained assuming

that all Co atorns have the same contribution to the susceptibility.

If the moment of the eaeh magnetie Co atom has a same value, 7(/o

and nonmagnetie Co atorns do not contribute to the suscepti-

bility with Curie-•Weiss behavior, 7CIo is obtained from the

measured iUeff aS
             /CIo = 7Ueff!-iG7i{lrnGag, = iLleffpmnonmag.

here N, Nmag.and Nnonmag.are the numbers of total, magnetie and

nonmagnetic Co atoTns in the alloy, respectlvely, In X=O.2 and

                    /N were estimated tn previous section.O.25 alloys, N
             nonmag.
[rhen the values af ,Zlo = 2.0(Å}O.2)7CtB and 1.7(Å}O.8)7UB are obtain•-

ed in X=O.2 and O.25 alloys, respectively, and plotted in Fig.4.

The magnitude of the localized moment,3)Lfi3 in C--r-Co alloy reduces

to about 2iCXB, This reduction of the magnitude is more directly
                                                 59shown in the X dependence of the internal field of                                                   Co in anti-

ferromagnetic phase, The values of Hint. and /CXco normalized

at .g]tico auoy are indlcated in Fig•23, where 7(Ico= g7(XBS iS
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obtained from ,qeff=g /L(B vrS;(-5fiT) assuming that g=2 and all

Co atoms have localized moment in this region. The X depen-

dences of these normalized .z(co and Hint. are fairly consis-

tent with each other. Therfore, it would be coneluded that

the magnitude of the moment of Co atoms with localized moments

decreases with the increase of X from 3iUB to about 217B.

   In Mol.xNbxFe alloys, 7Uo is not dependent on Nb concent--

ration X. The X dependence of ,Ueff follows a relation
         (i(Ze ff/2L(o )2 " P: (X) P: (x) "' .g. .! Z( 2-. )! a-x )rxZ'r

Here PzZ(X) is the probability that one Fe atQrn has more than

z Mo atoms in its nearest neighbor sites r. x=7 for MoNbFe alloys.
In Fig•24, (/C(eff/)CIo)2 is plotted against x in crvco anoys

when "o is taken as that of gltLCo alloy. (,C(eff/iUo)2 does not

                                        'fit PzZ(X) line for any g value, and takes values between x=7

and z=8. In X2 O.25 alloys, (iCe(ff/2d(o)2 deereases more rapidly

against X than PX z(X). Nmag/N obtained frorn the integrated

intensity changes more rapidly with X than P:(X), and crosses
                                                  ,
the line of z=7. Then it wUl be eonsidered that x=7 is im--

portant condition for the eoexistence, however, the coexis-

tence is controlled not only by the configuration of nearest

neighbors but also additively by long range effect.

                            '                                              '      (B). Nonmagnetic Co Impurity in CrVCo Alloys.
                                     59       In general, the Knight shift of                                       Co supplies the in-

formation fo? the static feature of the magnetic state of Co
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impurity) while the relaxation time supplies the information

for the dynamieal one. It will' be considered that the Knight
shift and the reiaxation time for 59co in this system are ow-

ing to the impurity d•-spin (core•-polarization) and d-orbital

hyperfine interaetions, The observed K and Tl for Co impurity
       '
are written when significant spin-orbit interaction is absent

and dwspin and d•-orbital interaetion contribute separately,

            ' -Z -l .1         K= Kd + Korb • Tl = [Pld                                        +T                                           lorb
We have ignored the direct s--contaet interaction because its

eontribution is expected to be relatively unimportant for most

3-d impurities. It is generally known that Kd is negative and

     is positive. The shift and relaxation rate rnay be expres-K orb
sed in terms of the loeal d•-spin and d•-orbital susceptibility

as
                               a)                         --1                                     zz                 K.( i,)= ,UB Hhf. Z(i)(O)

            [ri?i.• )- k.T ,c/E2 yfi (H.,Si))2 .iigi ?t(S-(.)/,.

where HhSg) is the appropriate hyperfine field per Bohr mag-

neton, yn is the nuelear gyromagnetic ratio, and the other
symbols have usual meaning. Dworin and Narath 27)have ealcu-

lated the susceptibilities within Random Phase Approximation

starting from the nonmagnetic Hartree•-Foek ground state for

the fivevfold degene]?ate Anderson rnodel, and obtained the local

d•-spin and d-orbital Korringa relation as

        E;IIS].[T5.Sfi,s `S' "(\e/ T.)2(h/4JvkB)
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here, 're is the gyromagnetic ratto of a conduction electron.

AlthoUgh the HF approximatlon is not suitable for dilute alloy
              28)systerns, Shiba                  has reeently proved on the basis of the Yamada

and Yosida theory for the ground state of the Anderson model

that the Korringa relation is still valid at low temperature

T<< TK and low field H(HK (HK,u kBTK/ 7uB) in any order of U and

J. In following, we want to discuss the magnetic state of Co

impurities on this Korringa relation. The Korringa relation

indicates that measureTnents of only K and Tl are suffieient

to investigate the magnetic state of an impurity. If the obser-

ved Knight shift and relaxation tirne obey this relation, one

obtainsthe experimental Korringa product

              K2 Ti [D /s = io (l+ }) 2/ (2+ }2)

                              29)                                 , here }= Korb/Kd<Oas pointed out by Nai?ath et. al
Then K2TIT/s must be in the range frorn O to 10, depending on

the relative magnitude of Kd and Korb. Experimental values of
K2TIT/s are shown in Table as . It is apparent that the model

is appricable to the XSO.3 alloys. rn X20,4 alloys, the re•-

laxation rate is rather small for large Knight shift. In YCo

alloy, it has been considered that the large positive Knight
         59           Co is due te f!eld induced Van Vleck orbital para-shift of
         10)             whleh does not so much contribute to nuclear re-magnetism

laxation and the Van Vleek orbital susceptibility is not related
                        30)                           , One would expect that the firstto the Korringa relation

order orbital angular Tnomenturn vanish and any orbital contribu-

tion is then one of the Van Vleck type when the width of the
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virtual bound state is strongly broadened and one can not dis-

tinguish the impurity d.-state and eonduction electron states

of host transition rnetal. As can be seen in Fig.l2, the in--
                 59                                51crease of Tl[D of                                  V in X2tO.5 alloys di]?ectly                   Co as well as

indicates that the impurity d-state spreadsout into the band

of conduction electrons and the local density of states at Co

site varies in the same way as that of rnatrix V site• In X=O•25

and O.2 alloys, the eoexistence is observed as described above.

!t is not clear how the environment effect affects the magnetic

state of Co impurity. However the results of K and Tl in X=O.3

alloy where no localized moment existS suggest that the Korringa

relation is useful in X=O.2 and O.25 alloys. The estimated K                                                            d
and Korb for XSO.3 alloys are listed in Table II[. Korb does

not so change, but Kd changes more rapidly with the decrease

of X. The X dependence of K in Fig.6 would be attributed to

this negative contribution of Kd, and the abrupt increase of

the yelaxation rate in Fig.12 would be attributed to these en•-

hanced loeal d-spin fluetuations. L.'' . .'- '•
   In HF-RPA approximations, the statie d--spin and d-orbital
                                  27)susceptibilities ean be written as

                     '        s           Xd(o) = [1)i.Mo Re 7d(co) = 2Pd iuZ (iv- otd)'i

              '         2forb(O) " ELi->I[5 Re Ctorb(oo) = 4 F'd ,UEI (1'- OLorb)'"l

where Pd is the total density of states of the impurtty d•-state
at the Fermi ievei. then Pd =sE(E3 +r2)'i. Ed is the

d--state energy measured from the Fermi level, so Pd'vs57c r"1•
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 dd and dorb iS the spin and orbital enhaneement factors as

        ctd = g(U+ 5J) Pd , ct. .b = g(U-J) Pd

The conditions OL d=1 and dovrb=1 mean the spin and orbital in--
                                                 '                                                              'stability in HF approximation. ctd >> (?grb , then the spin enhan-

eement always pTeeedes the orbital enhaneement. In recent

theoretical studies, these instabUity can not happen in dilute

alloys, however, the HF.RPA results may represent the qualita•-

tive feature of the impurity d-state. ris written as

          )•lvl2, here lvlis the s-d mixing rate in Andersonr -m p(E
         F
Hamiltonian and P(EEp) is the density of states of eonduetion

electrons at the Fermi level. Then one may interpret the change
of K and the opposite behavior of TIT of 59co to that of 51v

as that r becomes srnaller and smaller with decreasing X and

eonsequently 7d and Zorb are gradually enhanced assuming that

IVI is not dependent on the ehange of X.

    (C). Magnetie State of Co Impurity in MoRe(V)Co Alloys

         in Normal Phase.

   [Vhe experimental Korringa products K2TIT/gssr for respective

x al16ys are listed itn Table ll. The condition osK2[rl[v/ssslo
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is satisfied in these alloys, [Vhe separated Kd, Korb are alSO
listed in Table N. The absolute'values of Kd decrease with
                                                'the increase of X, while the values of Korb does nOt so rnuch

ehange. As can be seen in Fig.l6, the dependences of K on Co

eoneentration are observed in XSO.2 alloys. The relatively

small values of Korb or Kd in X=O.1 alloy compared with the

others are owing to the concentration dependence of K. If one

uses the observed values K=-4,2% and TIT=6•9 msecK fOr MoggCOI
      15)          one can obtain the value of Kd= -5,5% and Korb=+1•3%•alloy,

These values are smaller than that•for Mogg.gCoo.l.alloy lisled
in Table N. As no dependence on Co concentration is observed

in X=O•3 alloy, Korb does not change so much or rather slightly

decreases with the increase of X for an isolated impurity limit.

The reduetion of observed absolute value of K may be attributed

             . When the same discussion as that for CrVCo alloysto that of K            d
is applied, this behavior of Kd will be explained as that the

width of the impurity d--state becomes large because of the in--

crease of the density of states of conduetion electrons as is

illustrated in Fig.1, and as a result the enhancement of static

and, at the same time, dynamical d•-spin suseeptibility is sup-

pressed when Re eoncentration increases. It will be considered
that the.opposite behavior of [viT of•5iv and 59co directiy

represent this qualitative view point.

   On the other hand, one may consider the Kondo temperature

                                  -1of the system is proportional to ld . If the hyperfine
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coupling constant Hhfg does not depend on X, TK may be estimated

                    for respective X Å} O alloys to' that offrom the ratio of K                  d
X=O alloy. These estirnated values of [VK a]f'e also listed in
[Pable III. TK increases with the increase of X,

       '

                  51                          59      (D). Tl of V and Co in (MOe.7Reo,3)g6V3COI

            AIIoy in Superconducting State.

       Tl supplies a useful information for the spectrum of

excited state in superconduetor. The effects of rnagnetic im--

purity against the exci'tation speetrurn has been studied theo-

retieally in two stand points, One is MUIIer-Hartmann Zittartz
      31)          based upon the s.-d exchange model and the other istheory

a theory by HF approximation of Anderson model with supercon-
                       32)ducting matrix by Shiba.                            We will discuss the experimental
                                  'results in terms of the magnetic state in normal phase descri•-

bed above refering the present theories.

   In the experiment, as the magnetic field is applied, the

imputity effect and the magnetic field effeet to superconduc-

ting state rnay overlap, The presence of a magnetie field leads

to a finite life time for Cooper pair between supereonducting

electrons, whieh makesthe excitation spectrum spread. As a

result, a field indueed gapless supereondueting state appears
Just below Tc(H), cyrot33) caieulated the nueiear spin•-iattice

                                               '
relaxation rate inthis gapless region in the dirty limit of

a superconductor and indicated that a finite dip in the relax-

ation time appears in the case of Tc(O)ZTc(H) )O.6Tc(O) and
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this dip becomes srnaller and smaller when T                                            (H) approches to                                          c
O.6[Vc(O), and in the case of Tc(H)< O.6[Vc(O) the dip disappears.

This magnetic field effect has been observed in rnany type I[
                26)superconductors.
    Tl of 51v deviates apparently from the relation of TIT=

const. at about O.6Tc(O) which is eonsistent with the above

magnetic field effect. However, in the.regipn Tc<, e)2ST2 O.6Tc(O),

Tl has not clear dip, and rather obeys the relation TIT=const.

This behavior may suggest that the life tirne of Cooper patring

would . become shorter due to impurity-spin fluctuations.

Apparent spin fluctuation effect in superconducting state has
                                                     34)                                  27been reported in Tl measurement of                                    A! in AtLMn alloy,

where HF calculation of Tl ean not explain the observations
                                          35)with reasonable parameters of ALtMn system.

     One may expeet that the magnetie impurity effect may ap-

pear more directly in Tl of imputity nucleus itself. As desc--
ribed in previous section, the different energy gap 2A'= 1.8

kBTc(O) at Co sites from that of V sites may be attributed to

this magnetic effect directly. The two theories deseribed

above have predicted a localized excited state in the super-

eonducting energy gap. According to the HF theory whieh has

not included the dynamical effect of impurity spin, a localized

excited state is formed at very near the gap edge in HF non-

magnetic region, Then it will be not sufficient to explain
the reiaxation behavior of 59co in this frame work. on the

other hand, MZ theory has predicted the existenee of the loca-
                                                          36)lized exeited state in terins of TK and Tco in the system as

                         34



     cD =Å}TA , "r= in(TK/Tco)/./7(T;7FT;in(TK/Tco)-r)2+Tt2s(s+i)

          is the transition temperature in the sample withwhere T       co
no impurities. For our system, Tco=10 K , TK=165 K and
s=i frorn the magnetic suseepttbiiity measurement in .!yLtco auoyl6)

The value T is estimated to be about O.5, which means that

the posttion of the localized exeited state is fairly deep.

MZ theory' has also predieted the concentration dependence of
                              37)Tc(O) with a parameter, TK/Tco•                                  Frorn this prediction, TK are

convertly estimated to be about l35 K and 1000 K for X=O.2 and

O.3 alloys, respectively. Using this TK for X=O,3 alloy, '\ is

estimeted to be e,7. Xt is eonsidered that thls localized

excited state spread out in energetically when the impurity

concentration inereases. This deep exeited state may be res--

ponsible for the observed energy gap at impurity Co site. J

   However, it has been considered that the MZ theory will not

be appropriate in the case [rco<< TK, sinee this theory is based

upon Suhl•-Nagaoka approximation, It is desirable to establish

a theory for nuelear spin relaxation which includes the dyna.

mical spin fluctuation cor'rectly in any value of TK.
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    Figure Captlons

Fig.l Electronic specific heat eoefficient ')- in matrix

       C?V and MoRe alloys are represented. Open circle

       denotes the supereondueting transition temperature.

       On the figure, magnetic state of Co impurity is indi-

       eated.

Flg.2 The temperature dependences of magnetie suseeptibtlities

       in (Cro.gsVo.os)ggCOI and Cro.gsVo.os alloys are indi-

       cated.
                                      -l                                         for respective XFig.3 The temperature dependence of AX
                          -l       alloys at TZTN• ACt                             of X=O.05 alloy is placed between

       the results of X=O.03 and O.1 alloys and omitted from

       this figure.

Fig.4 V Åëoncentration dependence of the observed effectiv,e

       moment(open etrcle). The elosed eircle denotes the

       estimated effective rnornent /Uo (see the text),

Fig.5 NMR line shapes for respective X alloys in antiferro-

       magnetic states. Solid and dotted eurve represent the

       line shapes for Co 3 and 1 at% alloys, respectively.
Fig.6 x dependence of the Knight shift of 59Co in (Crl.xVx)ggCOI

       alloys measured at IO MHz, T=1.2 K.

Fig.7 Co concentration dependence of the Knight shift rneasured

       at lo MHz, T=1.2 K• e Cro.sVo.2CO , O Cro.7sVo.2sCO
                                        59                                                    V CoFig.8 X dependence of the linewidth of                                          Co in Cr                                                  1-x x
       alloys measured at 10 MHz, T=1.2 K. •

         O Co 1 at%, e Co O.5 at%, @Co O.3 at%.
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Fig.9

     '

Fig.IO

Fig,11

Fig.I2

Fig.13

Fig.I4

Fig.I5

Fig.16

                                          59X dependence of the integrated intensity of                                            Co reso-
nance in (Crl-xVx)ggCol alloys measured at lo MHz,T=1.2K.

Co eoneentration dependenee of the integrated intensity
   59of Co resonance in Cro,sVo,2Co alloys measured

at 10 MHz, T=1.2 K,

Co concentration dependence of the integrated intensity
   59                              Co alloys measured                          vof     Co resonance in Cr                      O.75 O.25
at 10 MHz, T=1.2 K,
x dependence of TiT of 5iv(e) and 59co(o) in
                              51(Crl-xVx)ggCOI allOYS• TIT of V is Tneasured at 77 K.
                                        51                                  -1The temperature dependences of (T!T) of                                          V in

Cro.sVo.2, Cro.sVo,2CO and Cro.7Vo.3Co alloys measured

          Nat 10 MHz.

       e cro.sVo.2, Q (Cro.sVo,2)gg.gCoo.1,
       O (Cro.sVo.2)ggCOI A (Cro.7Vo.3)ggCOI'
The ternperature dependences of T5i of 59co in '

Cro.sVo.2CO alloy measured at lo Iy!Hz.

      e Co O.5 at 9o O Co l at%
Co eoncentration dependence of Tc(O) in MoRe(V)Co alloys.

     $ Moo.7Reo.3, A Moo.sReo.2
     e (Moo.7Reo.3)V3Co (S) (D4oo.7Reo.3)ggVl

     t)s (Moo . sReo . 2 )VICo

X dependenees of the Knight shift in rVIol-xRexCo alloys
                                   -....-.-.---
and (MOI-xRex)g6V3COI alloys measured at 10 MHz, T=1.2K.

   O (MOI.-xRex)g6V3COI, OMol"xRexCo, O!LtCo from ref.ls

The number indieatesthe Co concentration, In X=O.3

alloys, no coneentration dependence on Co is observed

within experimental errors,
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Fig.17

Fig.I8

Fig.19

Fig.20

Fig.21

Fig.22

Temperature dependences of Tsi of 59co in -•

(MOo.sReo.2)g6V3COI alloy, at 4.7 rvlHz O and lo MHzo.
Ti of 5iv and 59co estimated from T2 in

(MOo.sReo.2)g6V3Col alloy are plotted against TTI

                 51                   V at 3 IYIHz and 4,7 MHz, respectively.A andAare Tl of
o andeare Tl of 59co at lo MHz and 4.7 MHz, respectively.

                               51                       59                                 V in normal phaseX dependences of TIT of .                         Co and

i8 `U21-Sealgfixi;gi.,g2g,gg2i,skg?gcoi aiioys•

A 59co by eornb pulse method in (Mol.-xRex)g6V3COI allOYS•

    59 O co estimated from T2 in (Mol.xRex)g6V3COI allOYS•
 tls 59co by eomb pulse method in (Mol-xRex)ggCOI allOYS•

 {Eg 59co from ref. is

Tl of 51v in (Moo.7Reo.3)g6V3Col alloy is plotted

against [Pc(O)/T•

  A 3MHz e 4.7 MHz O 10 MHz
Tc(H) in each resonance field is indicated by arrows.
The temperature dependences of T5! of 59co in

(MOo.7Reo.3)g6V3Col alloy at 4.7 MHz e and lo rvlHz o .
Tl of 59co estiipated from T2 and obtained by comb pulse

method in (Moo,7Reo.3)g6V3Col alloy are plotted against

                       ee -- 1                                    •- l   e 4.7MHz from T2 ( T2 =1.05(msec) )
                       ee -l                                    -- l   Q 4.7 MHz from T2 (T2 =1.IO(msec) )
   Vt' 10 IylHz from T2 (in:Vl=o.go(msee)'1)

   A 4.7 MHz by cornb pulse A IO MHz by comb pulse

Tc(H) in each resonance field is indieated by arrows,

                          '
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Fig.23

Fig.24

x dependenee of internal field of 59co and /tlco--g,UBS

in Crl-xV xCo alloys normalized to gtco alloy.

                                    for 1 and 3 at%e and Q denote the normalized H                               int.
Co alloys, ?espectively. O denotesthe i(lco whieh was

estimated frorn .Ueff=g7CIB S(S+1) assuming g=2.
           2( iC(eff/,Lto) iS PIOtted against X, Solid. !ines

represent P:(X) on which x values are shown.

                   2     O (iC/eff/,Uo) for Crl.xVxCo alloys

    e Nrnag/N from integrated intensity.
                   2     op (7Ueff/iUo) for Mol.-xNbxFe alloys from ref. n.
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(Cr

 Table I

1-•xVx)99COI Alloys

x Z.(lo •- 6emu/g) e(K) .,Ueff (>6ts) TN(K)

o o.oo(o .05) O(5) 3,O(O .1) 30o

o .03 O.16(O,02) 12(4) 2.7(O ,1> 70

o .05 O.02(O.Ol) 25(5) 2.6(O .1) 25

o .10 o.oo(o .Ol) 5(5) 2.4(O .1) tb.--.-..e---

o .15 O.22(O.05) 9(3) 2.0(O .1) e-----t----b!-

o .20 o.olt(o .Ol) 10(2) 1.6(O .1) -.------

o .25 O.29(O.o8) .11(5) o.8(o .2) ---t------

o oo(+o 1) l-b-----d-+•30 1-."--..-------..-P---.-- ' .



(Mo

    Table ll

o.7Reo.3)g6V3COI AUoy

Nue1eus 51v 59co

Frequency
(MHz) 3 4.7 10 4.7 10

Resonance
"

Field 2 .68 4.20 8 .93 4.67 9
. 97

(KOe)

T 5.1 4.9 3.4 4.8 2. 8

Tc(O)/Tc(H) 1 .o8 l.l2 1 .62 1.15 1
.
96



        Table

(CrlpxVx)ggCOz

M

Alloys

x K TIT K2TiT/.sr Kd Korb
(%) (seeK) (%) (%)

+1 .57 i.10 57

i"o.9
+1 •7lt 1.02 65

llo.8
+1 .69 1.12 68

{
;O.7 +1 .63 1.14 64

o.6 +1 .6o 1.28 69
i
iO.5 +l •56 1.40 72

O.4 +1 •30 1.06 38

O.3 +o .99 O.34 7el -- O.2 +1 .2

+o •70 O.Il l.1 -O•9 +1 .6

O.L2 +o .25 o.o6 o.o8 -1.5 +1 .8

es"
O.2 +o .11 O.05 O.Ol -1.7 +1 .8

x

ee }

Ref. 10

Co O.5 at.% alloy
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[

L-.---N.-

leel/ o

i O.i

j'

i O•2

 O.3

'

i
i•

l

I

        Table ]SZ

(Mol..Rex)g6V3Co1

K TIT K2
      (msecK)(%)

     '
•- 6

-- 2

-o

-o

.

.

.

.

8

3

7

2

             Alloys

            Ti[E/S Kd Korb TK LI
                     (%) (%) (K) f
               •-- •---------ti
                                          i  2.6 2.5 -9.5 +2,7 45 i                                          l

  i5 i.7 -3.8 +i.s iio i
                                          i 2o.s o.2 -3.o +2.3 140 i
                                          t

  25 O.02 -2.6 +2.4 165 i
------'---"-----'---N-'--'-"--"-'-----'-`'-'--'--'--'"'---i

 ee MOgg,gCOo.1 alloy by ref.ls
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             Ab st raet
             N
                                      59                                        co in dilute Cri-xMxCO     The nuclear magnetie relaxation of

(X<.vO•5) and Crl-xlY!oxCo (X<.vO.25) alloys in the ordered state was

                               'tnvestigated. Tl was proportional to l/T in a region of T(TN.

TIT decreases rapidly with the decrease of the ordering temperature

associated with the increase of X. This deerease of TIT with the

decrease of the ordering temperature is generally observed in

randomly ordered system in metals irrespective of the ferro and

antiferromagnet. An appr'oximate model ealculation is carried out

in terms of the Weger meehanism, where the nuclear energy relaxes

to the kinetic energy of the conduction electrons via the virtual

exeitatien of the spin waves. The same calculations are applied
to Ti of 57Fe and 59co in ferromagnetic 2LtFe and :estco aiioys.

l



g1. Introduction

    In dilute QzCo alloys Co atom has a localized magnetie moment
of about 2.g pB.1'2) This co moment is strongly coupled with

the matrix spin density wave. In the alloys with Co more than

about 1 at% the sinusoidal spin density wave state transforms
                                     3)into a simple antiferromagnetic state.

    An addition of V or Mo rnetal to Cr reduces the ordering tem-
         4)             The spin density wave state persists to the alloyperature.

of V 4 % and Mo 25 % at liquid helium temperatures. The alloys

of CrVCo and CrMoCo are eonsidered to be the systems where the

localized Co mornents are randomly distributed in the band elect-

ron antiferromagnet.

. As similar systerns to these alloys, where the randomly dis--

tributed localized moments are ordered through the eonduction

electron spin polarizations, there are antiferromagnetic C-tMn

and ferromagnetic R;tCo, UtFe, (Cel-xGdx)Ru2 and so on•

In these systems the nuclear spin--lattice relaxation time, Tl,

of the nuclei assoeiated with the iocalized moments shows a

rapid decrease with the decrease of the transition temperature,

Tc or TN, keeping TIT=eonst. in the temperature region suffici-
entiy iower than the ordering temperature.5'6'7) it wouid be

considereg that these deereases of Tl arise from a same mecha-

nism.
    In order to investigate this relaxation meehanism, Tl of 59co

was measured in CrVCo and CrMoCo alloys and the relaxation

2



meehanism was discussed. On this meehanisin an approximate eal-

culation was carried out. The same calculation was also applied

to the ferromagnetie !ILtFe and Il:tCo alloys.

62• Experimental.

    Starting metals Cr, V, Mo and Co used in this work were of

99•99, 99•99, 99•98 and 99.9 % purity, respectively. The eon-

eentration of Co were 1 and 3 at%. The samples were prepared

by are melting the components in an argon atmosphere. The lngots

were remelted repeatedly for the homogeneization and erushed

into powder for the NMR experiment. X ray diffraction study

showed that all the specimens were of bec phase and the lattice

constant increases monotonically with V or Mo coneentration. The

measurements were earried out by frequency variable $pin echo

technique at liquid helium temperatures in zero externai fleld.

Tl was measured from the temperature dependenee of the spin eeho

decay time, T2. T2 measurernents were rnade at the peak position
of 59co resonanee line in each sampie. The signai averager was

used in order to improve the signal to noise ratio.

g3. Experimental Results.

    The variation of the internal field at 59co was shown in Fig.i.

The internal field of 59co in gtco anoy was reported to be 66

koe.8) It decreases with increasing v or Mo eoncentration. Fig•2(a)

and 2(b) show the temperature dependences of T2 of 59co in

CrYCo and CrMoCo alloys.

3



    The observed T2 may be expressed as
       ([v2)-1 = (Tee2)-l + (T.)hl + (T,,)-1

where (Ti)-1 and (T,/)"1 denote the relaxation rate due to a trans-

verse and longitudinal local field fluctuations, respectively.
(T:)-1 is a contribution frorn the nuclear spin-spin interaction.

If the observed signal corresponds to the transition -l/2el/2

of the nuclear spin state, the transverse relaxation part is en-
hanced as (T.L)'-EL> 1/2(4r(I+1)-1)(T-.)in1. 9'10) Tl relates to

Ti as 2([V.)-l = (Tl)-l. In a condition T<<[rN the longitudinal

part is eonsidered to be negligibly small compared with the trans-
verse reiaxation part. The enhancement factor for 59co amounts

to 31/2.
                      '
    To confirm the relation between Tl and T2 deseribed above,

direct measurements of Tl at x=O and x=O•02 in (Crl-.xVx)g7C03

alloys were performed by a saturating comb pulse method. TIT

measuyed directly were 89 rnsecK and 9 mseeK for x=O and O.02,

respeetively, while those obtained from T2 were 65 msecK and 7

mseeK for x=O and O.02, respectively. The agreement is satis-

factory.

    As is seen in the figures the temperature dependenee of T2

shows TIT=const. This suggests that the nuclear Zeeman energy

relaxes to the kinetic energy of the eonduction electrons. The
                                 -1                                    is shown in Fig.3(a) and 3(b).eoncentration dependenee of (Tl[V)

Ll



S 4. Dtscussions.

    Let us discuss the relaxation mechanisrn of Co nuclei.

When the nuclear spin energy relaxes to the ktnetic energy of
                              -1the conduction eieetrens, (TICP)                                  should be proportional to
P(EF)2, where P(EF) is the density of state of the eonduetion

electrons at the Fermi surfaee. :n the ease oÅí the direet re-

laxation te the kinetic energy of the eonduction eleetrons the
x dependenee of (TiT)"1 win fonow the variation of P(EF)2 with

x. However as is shown in Fig.3(a) and (b), the experimental
     -- 1(T1fV )        varies more drastically with x than that expected from
y2, where y is the specific heat coefficient of the conduction

          ll)eleetrons.               The rapid ehange of !DIT correlates with the ehange

of the transttion temperature with the change of x. Therefore

the indirect mechanism including the fluctuation of the localized

eleetron spins is eensidered to contribute mainly to the nuelear

relaxation. Zn these alloys the loealized moments are distributed

randomly and interact with each other through the conduction ele--

ctron spin polarizations. The hyperfine interaetion between the

leealized eiectron spin and nuclear spin excites the spin wave

in this randomly distrtbuted eleetron spin system. So the relaxa•-

tion precess in this system may be attributed to the energy flow

of the nuciear Zeernen energy to the eonductlon eleetron energy

via the exeitation of the spin waves and the decrease of TiT

may be attributed to the decreases of the effeetive exchange inter-

5



action between the localized electrons with the inerease of V or•

Mo concentration.

    The interactton between the nuclear spin and conduction elect-
          'ron spin via the spin wave was first proposed by Weger in the
ferromagnetic reguiar iattiee systems, Fe, co and Ni.i2) sano

et al applied this to the ferromagnetic Dy metal and obtained a
good agreement between the theoretical and experirnental values.13)

Referring to these caleulations we first discuss Tl in ferromag-

netic ELtFe and 2LtCo alloys and then in antiferromagnetic CpVCo

and CrMoCo which are rather complex for the calculation.
    sablik et ai i4) have rneasured the eoneentration dependence

of Tl of 57Fe in -21tFe. They observed first a deerease and then

an inerease in [Pl with decreasing Fe concentration. This behav--

ior was explained by changes of intva atomic exchange of 4d-4d

and 3d--4d electrons. However the deerease of Tl with lowering

the ordering temperature is quite generally observed as mentioned

previously. So we try to explain the deerease of Tl in IELtFe

with decreasing Fe coneentration by Weger mechanism.

    In order to obtain a rough estimation of Tl in these systerns

we replace the random systern by a rLLgeAy.Lg!la one.

6



(A) Ferromagnetic Case.

    The Hamiltonian responsible for the nuelear spin relaxation

due to the hyperfine interaction between the nuelear spin and

the localized electron spin, and due to the s-d exchange inter--

action between the localized electron spin and conduetion elect-

ron spin are expressed, respectiveiy, as

    - -i= -A -N,  )Cghf = A u•ts2itTi 2il:EI ( e'-iqRR cqx2' + eiqRR c8iE )

                           -S J -L                                          ..N -S -S .S  )igd = - JNsdre.i]XIItk.ei(k-k')RR ( aill-takseiqRQ cli + ai2fsakTe-iqR2cq)

where N and Ni are the numberSof atorns and the localized eleetron

spins, respectively. Jsd and A are the s-d exehange and the

hyperfine coupllng constants, respectively. The suffix .e denotes
                                                  eethe lattice site of the localized spins. eq and eq are the

Fourier transform of the Holstein-Primakoff operators defined as

  sAZ= s-e: cA, sR+=J2TS fR (S)c. vESef• ., SA-=,f52nfiscl f2 (S)f. ,pa2scS (3)

                                    'L •,
       cQ =J;r. :G] e-i-qXARRcq cl =!-[Rj ill ei-qS-R"Rc"q (4)

where f2= 1--C 22'`seRt--vl is assumed for T<<Tc.

The matrix element corresponding to the process where the lth

nuclear state ehanges from m to m+1 and , at the same time, a

spin wave q is virtually exeited through the hyperfine interaction
.

       ( m+i,ql 'J='(f,f1 m,o )= A.,-irN.vi7(;-i-'-'fl{')(tUjli'fiM+'i) eiqRx"• (s)

                                 i

(l)

(2)

7



The matrix element for an absorption of the exeited spin wave by
                                            " "-=s                                                   tthe scattering of a conduction electron from kT to kJthrough the

s-d exchange interaction is
                                          Aa .;L ..S       ( k's,o i kifgd ikt,q) = -- ksdu(-i--iliSi ilL ei(k-k' '-q)R2 (6)

Then the resultant second order perturbation matrix element is

                                                  -s At .A " .i.-X     ( k'vm+iilkyf'tkt,m ) = --AJNNs{S (i--m)a+m+i):gl;, e:[kqik.'q..)R+Ri'e..i211a

Here e(q) represents the exeitation energy of the spin wave.
                                       -.sem is the nuclear Zeeman energy and e(q)>>ern+1- em •

Then the transition probability from the nuclear Zeeman state

m to m+1 is
      w. .+1 = 1.ri (Jsii}A:=S )2(I-m)(!+m+1) (2\>Z kBT

                X )'Sdc'kTdOk'"Ki711E}F"v-X]}'cEtFs [e(kaiF,!---kSE,'" )] 2 (8)

                 Fermi
                 surface

                                    ct s"For simplicity we have neglected the Umklapp p?ocess . Here

V and E are the volume of the crystal and the kinetic energy of

a conduction electron, respectively.

    We consider that the !ocalized spin system construets a re-

gular fcc ferromagnetic lattiee approximately, and that long wave

exeitations only contribute to the relaxation rate. Then

           e(-El) = 2Js a2q2 + gvBH. (9)

(7)

8



Here the effective exehange interaetion J between nearest neigh-

bour loealized spins and an axial anisotropy in the localized spin

direction are assumed. Ha is the anisotropy field. a is the

lattice constant of the assumed regular lattice. Strictly in a

small concentration of localized spins it may occur that an upper

limit of the spin wave excitations, qmax, becomes smaller than
litFt -kAF'el • This rneans that one must not extend the integration

in eq.(8) to eover all the Fermi surface. However, the transition

rate is dominated by the process via the spin wave excitations

for qfe:O. So it will be available for a rough estimation to assume
that the formula (9) persists •to lfFt-itF("l max = kFT +kFie and the

integration eovers all the Fermi surface except fo]p the case of

a extremely low concentration of localized spins. Then assuming
                                                   '                                        -: Athat the Fermi surface is spherieal and IVkEIF'""t tlVktEIFs, Wm m+1 iS

                               'obtained as •
 . w. ..i - 3itlt (J,cl As)2a-m)(i+m+i) (-..,a. i' )6 kBT Z (lff-li ii.l.il;F)2(2Jl-Illa)2 :FFi

           Å~[a2(kFt-h:}l,ifi'+o2"JB,Ha--57'(gt,?+kls)2+'//gB,Ha] (]-O)

9



Here Z indicates the area of the Fermi surface. We can neglect
the second term since (kF4-kF-)2<< (kl"t+kF")2. As pointed out

by Weger, a polarization of the spin density of the conduction

electrons by the s•-d exchange interaction induces the differences
                      'between kFf and ku. Then the spin wave excitations with the
             -nF --X "Wave vector lqi< lkFt-kFil do not contribute to the relaxation.

This differenee, kFt -kFs, plays an Å}inportant role in ferromagne-

tic Fe,Co and Ni. Weger neglected the anisotropy term. However,

we keep this term beeause k                                 can become smail when the eon-                            -k                           Ft                              F"
centration of the localtzed spin is reduced. The average differ-
ence of the Zeeman energy between "up" and "down" spins of the

conduction eleetrons is AE = 2JsdSc (ll)
Here c ls the concentration of the localized spins. In Pd metal

it is well known that the exchange interactton of the conduction

eleetrons is large and this enhances the spin polarization of
the conduetion electrons.15) Then it wnl be reasonabie in this

system to take AE = 2JsdSc/(l--ct) (12)
lnstead of 2JsdSe. ct is the exchange enhaneement factor.

The effective exchange coupling eonstant J is estimated from the

ordering temperature Tc following the molecular field theory.

                  2            kBII'c =-3 zJ S(S+1) (13)

Here z is the number of the nearest neighbour atoms.

IO



           1 A AE a3z                   IVkE F= lkF3.- kF." , (20T)3lfftlEIEIF= P(EF)using a--e-3- vEao

the final result is as follows:

                    22       [vl[r = Aw [pg cr]' + Aa Tc c- :; • (l4)
            '
             4rh T3 k
                     B1        AW = (s+1)2Ali- .g ki '(lp .)2 (15)

                 '        Aa'= gT s2ts+o (Ttfg[d;l--Ili4iiiirs-sA 5fiEF))2 gpBHa (i6)

                         t.In a limit of Ha=O, e=1,Jiao->ab and OC=O, eq.(14) is redud'ed 'to

     'Wegers result.

    In IEILtCo A is 7Q kOe/pB from Hint•v200 kOe and gvBSN3uB•

!n 2LtFe A is -75 kOe/uB from Hint-v300 kOe and gpBSv4vB• The

exchange enhancement factor is estimated ctAtO.83 in Pd metal
                                                       l5)from the specific heat and suseeptibility rneasurements.
                                                  oOn the other hand a spatial extension of about 10 A of the giant
moments in dilute 2LdFe anoy indicatescte-o.gs.15) we adopt ct=o.8s

'as a tentative value. The other unknown parameters are listed

in Table l[. The calculated values are shown in Table ll .

    As is seen in Table I[ the relaxation time is mostly deter-

mined by Aw term which invo.lves less unknown parameters, A, kF,

S and ct . The difference in the anisotropy field in ELtFe and

PdCo does not affect the relaxation times in the above calculation

This is consistent with the experimental feature that TIT depends
                                                    57                                                             59                                                      Fe and                                                               co.on]y on the differenee of gyromagnetic ratios yN Of

.

6)

ll



                                      6,14)
 The agreement between the experimental and calculated values is

 satisfactory in spite of the rough approxiMations.

  (B) Antiferromagnetic Case.

     In antiferromagnetie ClzYCo and Mz)agCo alloys, siniilar calcu-

 lations can be easily performed applying the treatment in ferro-

 magnet to antiferromagnet. The Hamiltonian responsible for the

 nuclear relaxation cerresponding to (1) and (2) in the ferromag-

 netic ease are expressed in terrns of the antiferromagnetic subZattice.

)ts(Ai A.,1:-i-li{t/ltIl,iiL(e'-i"qLR-`Acqii + ei-q"R-g c•q" i.')+IlllI(e-'i'qR-Xm b"qi fi + ei'q"RSmbqiM)l(17)

                                '             ' -.5 -5 -s -.X -s .]L -i)q i
sd=

 -2:J itrsdJ('l--li[li/ .{.k.ei(k'-k' )RR ( atk!t akL c'q` eiqRR+ a+k•; aktcqe-iqR? )

            + W-,',[',l]II' ,k.ei(l?-i?i )Tilrn( a'iftakJbqei"q-RSm + a+kkaktb'eqe-iAq-R"m)! (is)

 The suffix2 and m denote the sublattiee of the .                                               antiferromagnet

q must be taken in the first Brillouin zone eonstructed by this

sublattice. c and b are the Fourier transform of the Holstein-              qq
Primakoff operators. The Hamiltonian of the localized electron

spin system is taken as
     )•`qtrss-- iZ,]lili]2IJl S-Xa"Sl. '- D(;(S,Z)2+1 (SIII )2] (ig)

D is the anisotropy energy of axial symmetry andlJlis the effective

exchange interaction between nearest neighbours. Then one makes

further transformatlons to dlagonallze " >ic\fss

    cq = ctqcosheq 'B•q`Sinheq eXq = ct'q`cosheq 'p BqSinheq

                                                             (20)
    bq =-a'qesinheq + Bqcosheq bXq =-ctqsinheq + BXqeosheq

12



Here tanh2eq=:rTig-d ,d=i:lti-l{k2?iJis and yq=-lrgeiEl6

"p is the veetor to the nearest neighbour.
                                        11UsÅ}ng the operato-2.?.s. ctq, ctX q, Bq and B' q" , >"ILhf j}Isd are rewritten as

)cgAf -AYi'{li, 2ilill { e-i9Ri I-, (g<, cosheg -p"gsi'nheg)+ ei6ia I,', (ex6 coshegt-ehsinheg)}

               -S -;, A.L   " AJ[ii<ii lil][:i {e-i9RM I-.- (-ctg$inheg+ellcoshe(it) +ei9RmIlh(-cxlisinh%+fecoshegL)}

)c>i gd - --2k'd FN7, l] lli 4J, ili {ei (R' "k'" q)k q',•,a ,, (c)<ei oosheg - pqtsinheg )

                       JA .i A                  + ei(k-kL9)&a'k•,a,, (cK(lcDsheg- BXqsinheg)}

                                      '                       ) aAA     -2-N--JsdV-iS<ii•;;il,zli[ei(-k.Lglq)5Ma',t,ak(-et"gsinheg+p(icosheg)

                  + ei( k- Kk9)Rla'kssakt(- ocqsinheq+fkcosheg )}

The rnatrix elernent corresponding to the proeess where theRth

nuclear state transfers from m to m+l andpat the same time,
                                            ,a spin wave q is virtually exeited through Nh{ is

                                         )-s   (m+i,ql)"Silf1 m,o) = A.Gli,'`(i•-m)(i+m+i) eiqRE cosheq (23)

                                                       -tsOne would expeet two ways to absorb the exeited spin wave q by

scattering a conduction electron. •
                                                   .x .s               -ts(a) A spin wave q scatters a eonduction electron from kt to k' s .

The matrix element for this process is

                                   " -ts -=s A  ( k'J/ ,O P"isifd 1 kt,q) = -2JNsdk'-i[lei(k"-k' -q)R2 cosheq

                                   --S A -L ..S                             •- liil ei(k'-k' -'q)Rm sinheqi (24)

                               13
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                                                     .aL -x                n(b) A spin wave q seatters a eonduetion electron from ks to k

The matrix elernent for this process is
(k't,o l N,id lk",q)--2-N-Ss- dT V[-iKli{\ei(Aki'"'`i)aRgcoshQ,, -- ;il .i(R-"K'+-q5 )Rtvlsinheg}

The resultant seeond order rnatrix eZements are obtained aS

(a) (k2,rn+ilN'iki,m)

                               ""A            J,d ei(k-k')RA (cosh?bkk, -- sinh6kktcashekk•)
         -- N ASV(1-mXI+yrl+1)

(b) (k'vm+ll)"('lks,M)

         == - ksdi AsJ( I-m xl+m+1)

where ekkr= e-kS-Tk>

Then the transition
    Wm m+i= !EIItli (JsdNAS )2

        Å~{           ÅíXf(E
           kt kS

        + 1,ZZ.,f(EKL)(1-f(Eil,s

                   --ts n                           nhere ekkt = ek.k, 6(k-k' )=

cosh2eq •- Åëosheqsinheq " Å} (1+

The spin wave excitation

          E(llit )=2zIJlS,/GIL IA5 -

using these relatiOns and ykki

'

T'

                E (R,- Akt,)

              n A"           ei(k'- k)Rn (cosh2e ktk - sinhek•kcoshek'k)

                E (rt,-R3)

 probability is obtained as
    (I-rn XI+M +1)

                  (cDshZkk• - sinhekk•coshekk,)2
kr)(1-S(EkO)8(E K+-Ek) (e (k- ?s ) >2

        ))s(E,vEk.,)IgEtE!il)ls?i6fllShekrk,s($xi.Tn-.,.h3i•k)ii,:lhektk)2]

       6(k:-ks )

              1-( \g )2

           l+d

energy is

      Tg2
            '

      = Yk'"t-rti )

     14
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W m m+1 is expressed qs

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)



  vv•i,.,..,,,--L==tk']u(IJYsiNAS)i2a-nt•(Ti+iii-Fi)(2td.i-l/6(.kie.IIills)2

         Å~'i'i.l5,/:dO;`TdO'k',IVIEkgsAg7[l:-Kklli'd}'rkK'-(-id/l2.--rr,/J)2 (3i)

          surface
We approximately consider that the localized spin system const--

ructs a regular bcc antiferromagnetic lattice. Then OS yqsSl.

In long wave excitations (yqk 1) whieh contribute rnainly to the

reiaxation  rate, i+dlTkk,<<va7 d)l2i;:fki2k.' fOrd<<i' '

So we can neglect the first term in bracket for a crude estirnation
using iong wave excitation formuia, yq -.v. i - -lita2q2

and making the same approximations as in the ferromagnetic case

on the integration range at the Fermi surface and so on, we have

   vv',.r,-,.:,-ttt,y(JsdNAS)?(i-in)(i+ni+i)(,\,i,6(2.kP,.Fris)2}t(r/:}//tl'F)2

         Å~4rez:7kÅínee'.Z),l--ti,--//i-1&k-/ft/,kftS,2} (32)

 In antiferromagnetic case, it is expected generally that energy
                                .gaps'appear in some directions'of k.space on the Ferrni surface

when the magnetic order of the localized spins takes Plaee by the
indireet interaction via the conduction eleetrons, We have

ignored this effeet for the crude estimation of the relaxation

tirne. Then taking kFt= kFs, the simple caleulation gives

.
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      Wrnm+1
        -,,7t,G(JsdAp(EF))2(i-mXi+Tn+])kBTli2zi?,i-k,,2-.Qia<zf/(ISIIETs(dt.',t2)11)i (33)

            a2kF is considered•
where 1<< d(dt2)
Fouowing the molecular field theory, kBTN =-2J zIJIS(S+1)

           iUsing a= c-3ao and expressing D=kB[VD, the final result is

(T, T>-
 '- vTc -ELB (S,(.Sk',i))2( J,d e(E,))2( k,AT. )2 cg.2. (l(a,2os -k;)(,l ,N) T, c-{) (34)

 TN in this relation means the ordering temperature due to the in-

 teraction be'tween the localized spins. For the alloys of larger x

 the spin polarization of the matrix is negligebly small and the

 localized electron spin system may be ordered via the RKKY inter-

 action. In this case it will be reasonable to assume that "Å}                                                            in the                                                          N
 above relation is equal to the ordering temperatur of the total

 system. For the alloys of small x the spin density polarization

 in the matrix is not so srnall and the estimation becomes compli--

 cated. Anyway the rapid decrease of the relaxation rate with in-

 ereasing x is attributed to the decrease of the effeetive exehange

 interaetion. For a erude estimation in a region of x>- O.3, where

 our model ealculation is considered to be appropriate, we adopt

 the parameters shown in Table I[[ . A is estimated to be 30 kOe

 using the internal field of Co 47kOe and the effeetive moment
 2.6 pB.22) No information exists on the anisotropy faetor TD•
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However the transition probability does not depend on the

                      appear only in the natural logarithrn temm.factor T           because T        D'                    D
            = O.1 K. The other pararneters are shown tentativelyWe assume T           D
in Table M. The ealculated values are shown in Table N.

As seen in Table N , the agreement between the experimental and

the ealculated values is satisfactory in spite of the crude appro-•

ximations.

    Althourh at randorn condition, long range interactions between

localized spins and so on must be taken into aceount for precise

quantitative discusslons, tt may be coneluded that the nuclear spin

lattiee relaxation time at T << Tc ([VN) in the randornly ordered

system in metals can be genera!ly interpreted in terms of the Weger

mechanism.

17
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              Figure Captions

Fig.1 x dependence of the internal field at59co in crl-xvxco

                  Co alloys at l.4 K.       and Cr               Mo            1--x                 x
     O (Crl-.V.)ggCol e (crl-.v.)g7co3 @ g.co 8)

     A (Cri.-.Mo.)ggCoi A (Cri.-xMox)g7Co3

                                      •-1Fig.2(a) The temperature dependence of T2                                         in (Crl..xVx)g7C03•

                                      --z .Fig.2(b) The temperature dependence of T2 Zn (Crl..xMOx)g7C03•

                            -1Fig.3(a) x dependenee of (Tl[V)                               estimated from the temperature
        dependence of T51 in Crl..xVxCo alloys•

        The dotted line represents the variation of the square

         of the eleetronic specific heat coefficient normalized
        to the value of (TIT)'-1 at x=o. '

                            -1Fig.3(b) x dependence of (Tl[r)                               estimated from the temperature
         dependence of T2'1 in Crl.pxMoxCo alloys•

        The dotted line represents the variation of the square

         of the electronic specific heat eoefficient normallzed
                            -1         to the value of (TIT) at x=O.
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Tabie III

Parameters for the calculations of TIT in crVco alloys.
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